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Bugs & Issues - Please report here
Posted by Markz - 28 Sep 2016 02:57
_____________________________________

Ok guys this is a serious thread

I have a close rapport (shuychus in yiddish) with the.guard and the tech support team, and he
requested that if anyone has any issues, they should please post it on this thread, and I will try
pass it on promptly

1. Important: Please specify the 'bug' with as much detail as possible.    e.g. what device
you are using, where you see the issue what mood you were in, which bug spray did
you try, and so on. E.g. "Chat on my Mobile Device (Specify what model) there's this
blue chat circle... 
Warning: Spoiler!

"         
2. Update: Reply here after you see the issue is resolved on your end.   So I can report

that the bug is successfully vanquished

========================================================================
====
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Re: Bugs & Issues - Please report here
Posted by Markz - 06 Jan 2017 03:19
_____________________________________

Shlomo24 wrote:

Yeah, so the site keeps on crashing on me...

Sorry to hear that

1. Have you cleared your cache recently (restarting computer also helps)
2. In what browser / search engine are you accessing gye?

========================================================================
====

Re: Bugs & Issues - Please report here
Posted by Shlomo24 - 06 Jan 2017 05:07
_____________________________________

Chrome. Never had a problem before. I'll clear the cache. These days I don't really clear my

history 

========================================================================
====

Re: Bugs & Issues - Please report here
Posted by MayanHamisgaber - 15 Jan 2017 00:38
_____________________________________

seems that firefox doesn't like gye it doesn't let me post thank you .....

google chrome seems to work 

========================================================================
====

Re: Bugs & Issues - Please report here
Posted by Markz - 15 Jan 2017 01:50
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_____________________________________

MayanHamisgaber wrote on 15 Jan 2017 00:38:

seems that firefox doesn't like gye it doesn't let me post thank you .....

google chrome seems to work 

Firefox test

========================================================================
====

Re: Bugs & Issues - Please report here
Posted by Markz - 15 Jan 2017 02:00
_____________________________________

MayanHamisgaber wrote:

seems that firefox doesn't like gye it doesn't let me post thank you .....

google chrome seems to work 

It works fine for me

Have you cleared your cache recently (restarting computer also helps)

========================================================================
====

Re: Bugs & Issues - Please report here
Posted by Shlomo24 - 15 Jan 2017 04:18
_____________________________________

Btw, I realized the problem that I had with GYE was from a Chrome extension. I deleted it and
now everything is running fine.

========================================================================
====
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Re: Bugs & Issues - Please report here
Posted by MayanHamisgaber - 15 Jan 2017 12:47
_____________________________________

yeah i cleared everything and firefox still doesn't want me to grow but chrome does.....

========================================================================
====

Re: Bugs & Issues - Please report here
Posted by cordnoy - 15 Jan 2017 16:53
_____________________________________

MayanHamisgaber wrote on 15 Jan 2017 12:47:

yeah i cleared everything and firefox still doesn't want me to grow but chrome does.....

The more issues our computer gives us, the greater the opportunity for growth there is.

OneI, where I generally fail at.

========================================================================
====

Re: Bugs & Issues - Please report here
Posted by testchart1 - 17 Jan 2017 16:00
_____________________________________

Markz wrote on 28 Sep 2016 02:57:

Ok guys this is a serious thread

I have a close rapport (shuychus in yiddish) with the.guard and the tech support team, and he
requested that if anyone has any issues, they should please post it on this thread, and I will try
pass it on promptly
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1. Important: Please specify the 'bug' with as much detail as possible.    e.g. what device
you are using, where you see the issue what mood you were in, which bug spray did
you try, and so on. E.g. "Chat on my Mobile Device (Specify what model) there's this
blue chat circle... 
Warning: Spoiler!

"        
2. Update: Reply here after you see the issue is resolved on your end.   So I can report

that the bug is successfully vanquished

Test

========================================================================
====

Re: Bugs & Issues - Please report here
Posted by Markz - 17 Jan 2017 16:25
_____________________________________

cordnoy wrote:

MayanHamisgaber wrote:

yeah i cleared everything and firefox still doesn't want me to grow but chrome does.....

The more issues our computer gives us, the greater the opportunity for growth there is.

OneI, where I generally fail at.

TEST QUOTE ON IPHONE
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========================================================================
====

Re: Bugs & Issues - Please report here
Posted by Markz - 17 Jan 2017 16:27
_____________________________________

cordnoy wrote:

MayanHamisgaber wrote:

yeah i cleared everything and firefox still doesn't want me to grow but chrome does.....

The more issues our computer gives us, the greater the opportunity for growth there is.

OneI, where I generally fail at.

Test quote on iPhone 5

========================================================================
====

Re: Bugs & Issues - Please report here
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 17 Jan 2017 16:30
_____________________________________

So I see they took the suggestion that the karma and streak should show in the post header on
mobile, but now it's the same way on the PC too and its much harder to read. especially the
username, the light blue on gray is almost invisible.

========================================================================
====

Re: Bugs & Issues - Please report here
Posted by cordnoy - 17 Jan 2017 16:38
_____________________________________
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AAgav, in the wwalll of honor on mmmobbile, the buttons of "I am clean," "I had a fall," "jump to
my name," "skinny lllatte ppplease" are all jumbled together.

========================================================================
====

Re: Bugs & Issues - Please report here
Posted by Shlomo24 - 17 Jan 2017 16:45
_____________________________________

I don't understand why the change was made with the streak and karma. I agree with Gev, it's
very hard to see and the letters are jumbled together.

========================================================================
====

Re: Bugs & Issues - Please report here
Posted by Markz - 17 Jan 2017 16:51
_____________________________________

Gevura Shebyesod wrote:

So I see they took the suggestion that the karma and streak should show in the post header on
mobile, but now it's the same way on the PC too and its much harder to read. especially the
username, the light blue on gray is almost invisible.

Dark blue on gray would be hard to read

On my PC light blue on gray is good

Guys (Gev, cord', Shlomo) can you please take snip and upload here so I can ask the tech guys
to make any changes

Thanks!!

========================================================================
====
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